Abstract| This paper derives truncated union bounds on the a priori index crossover probabilities p(jji) that result when n-bit data index i is convolutionally encoded, transmitted over a noisy channel, and decoded with the Viterbi algorithm, giving received index j. The bounds are derived with a modi ed transfer function technique, using n-stage state transition matrices with symbolic labels. The technique is easily automated with commercial symbolic algebra packages. Bounds are obtained for convolutional and trellis-coded modulation (TCM) codes, over binary symmetric and additive white Gaussian noise channels. A joint source channel coding example demonstrates that the bounds on p(jji) developed in this paper can give a 1 to 3 dB accuracy improvement in end-to-end signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) predictions, when compared to predictions based on bounds on the delivered bit error probability P b .
I. Introduction
depicts the forward error control system considered in this paper. The data source produces a sequence of n-bit indices. These indices are concatenated into a bitstream that is encoded by a convolutional or TCM coder, transmitted over a noisy channel, and decoded by the Viterbi algorithm. Uncorrected errors introduced by the channel cause the received index j to di er from the transmitted index i with an a priori index crossover probability p(jji) induced by the combination of the channel and decoder. This paper derives 
where f(x) is the source probability density function (p.d.f), and R i is the ith VQ encoding region. Typically, it is assumed that the number of codebook vectors N is a power of two, i.e. that N = 2 n for some integer n > 0. Systems employing xed rate scalar or vector quantization followed by convolutional channel coding nd important applications in noisy-channel image or audio coding. A number of past papers (e.g. 3]-7]) have considered such systems. In a typical system using subband or transform coding, the source is modeled as a nite collection of classes S j of continuous-valued random variables (r.v.s), where each class contains r.v.s with the same density function, and corresponds to a particular frequency band. In 4], the three most commonly used unequal error protection schemes for channel coding the quantizer output indices for each class are listed: Type 1 uses the same channel coding rate for each quantizer index across all classes; Type 2 uses di erent channel coding rates r j for the di erent classes S j , and Type 3 uses di erent channel coding rates r j;k for the kth bit of each quantizer index in class S j . The results in this paper apply to systems using Type 1 or Type 2 error protection, such as those considered in 3, 4, 6] .
To compute the end-to-end distortion without measuring or bounding the p(jji), all of the papers 3]-7] assume errors in the the bits of the received n-bit index j to be independent, and (in the case of Type 1 or Type 2 systems only) identically distributed (i.i.d.). With the independence assumption, the p(jji) can be computed as 7] p(jji) = n?1 Y k=0 P b k 1(j k 6 = i k ) + (1 ? P b k )1(j k = i k )] ; (2) where j k denotes the kth bit of index j, P b k denotes the bit error probability after channel decoding for j k , and 1( ) denotes the indicator function. For Type 3 systems, the independence assumption is justi ed by the fact that each bit in the transmitted index i is coded independently of the others. For Type 1 or Type 2 systems, however, it is more typical to code all of the bits in the quantizer indices for each source class with the same channel code, as in Figure 1 . In this case the i.i.d. assumption becomes highly questionable, due to the burstiness of uncorrected errors from the convolutional code. In some cases, particularly when the source p.d.f. approaches a uniform distribution and the quantizer is uniform, using the i.i.d. assumption for Type 1 or Type 2 systems gives a good prediction of the end-to-end system distortion. However, in Section V of this paper a joint source channel coding example with a long-tailed source density and its (highly non-uniform) Lloyd-Max quantizer demonstrates that the i.i.d. assumption can lead to large errors in the predicted end-to-end distortion. Systems similar to the one considered in Section V therefore require an accurate estimate of the p(jji) to predict their end-to-end distortion.
In practice, it can be prohibitively time consuming to measure either p(jji) or P b experimentally. Indeed, 3]-7] use the union bounds on P b described in 8] for designing their joint source channel codes. It is therefore of interest to ask whether or not the union bounds on p(jji) developed in this paper are useful for predicting the performance of joint source channel codes. With respect to Type 1 or Type 2 systems in particular, it makes sense to ask whether the bounds on p(jji), when substituted into (1), give a more accurate prediction of E d(x;x)] than the estimate of p(jji) formed by substituting the union bounds on P b into (2) . Results from the example system in Section V demonstrate that the bounds on p(jji) reduce the prediction error by between 1 and 3 dB at high channel SNR, when compared with the i.i.d. estimate of p(jji).
A literature search shows that no previous paper has derived bounds on the n-bit a priori index crossover probabilities for convolutional codes. A related paper by Wolf 9] , however, uses symbolic n-stage transition matrices to determine Reed-Solomon code performance on channels with correlated symbols. Related work also appears in 2] 10], where Zeger develops a binary switching algorithm (BSA) for optimizing the assignment of indices to VQ codevectors, and applies the algorithm to a system using xed-rate VQ followed by linear block codes. Index assignment algorithms such as the BSA (and other approaches 11]-13]) depend upon knowledge of the p(jji) to compute the distortion at each step.
Analytical bounds for the p(jji) are also useful when source and channel codes are jointly optimized. Previous papers on joint trellis coded quantization (TCQ) and TCM, 14]-16], have investigated the problem of optimizing the TCM signal set, given a xed trellis structure for the TCM code, and a xed TCQ source code. Because a closed form functional expression for the dependence of the p(jji) on the location of the TCM signal constellation points is not known, these papers use non-directed (and therefore slow) optimization algorithms such as simulated annealing. The techniques of the present paper could in principle be used to derive closed form expressions for bounds on the p(jji) as a function of the constellation points, thus enabling faster gradient-directed methods to be used in the optimization algorithm.
The principal contributions of the present paper are a new transfer function-based method for deriving union bounds on the p(jji), along with examples illustrating application of the method to convolutional coding, to TCM, and to joint-source channel coding. The transfer function techniques used here are based on the techniques for convolutional codes given in 8], and for TCM codes given in 17].
The paper is organized as follows: Section II states the notations, de nitions and theorems used in the paper; Section III develops bounds for hard and soft decision convolutional codes; Section IV considers bounds for TCM codes; Section V applies the bounds to a joint source channel coding system; and Section VI concludes the paper. The Appendix provides proofs 4 of the theorems in section II.
II. Notations, De nitions and Theorems
Let n be the number of bits in the data indices i and j that appear in the transition probabilities p(jji), and m denote the number of data bits processed per trellis stage; i.e. each state in the trellis sends out 2 m branches. The data index i to be transmitted can be considered as a vector of n bits, i = (i 0 ; i 1 ; : : : ; i n?1 ), where i 0 is assumed to be the most signi cant bit (MSB). It is assumed that the bits are transmitted in order from i 0 to i n?1 . It is also assumed that an integer number of n-bit indices are transmitted. Since the Viterbi algorithm always decodes an integer number of trellis stages, the n-bit indices must be decoded in groups of p=n, where p = lcm(n; m) is the number of bits in each group, and q = p=m is the number of trellis stages in each group.
Due to the linearity of convolutional codes, the path where all data bits are 0 can be considered to be the correct one, and there are only 2 n unique transition probabilities: p(0j0), p(1j0), p(2j0), : : :, p(2 n ? 1j0). The all 0's reference path assumption also holds for a broad class of TCM codes, as discussed in section IV. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that each segment of the all 0's path connects state 0 to state 0 on the trellis diagram.
In order to count n-bit data indices during error events that span kq trellis stages, where k is a positive integer, it is necessary to generalize the notion of an error event. The relevant de nitions are as follows.
De nition 1: A standard error event (or simply error event 8]) E is a path in the trellis that diverges and remerges with the all zeros path, such that no segment of the error event lies along the all-zeros path.
De nition 2: A q-fold error event E q is a path in the trellis that: (i) starts and ends at state 0; (ii) has length (measured in trellis stages) a multiple of q; and (iii) contains no segment of length q or greater along the all zeros path. Figure 2 Figure 2 has order N e .
A union upper bound on p(jj0) is achieved by summing the probabilities of all q-fold error events, and weighting each event by the number of occurrences of index j along the error event path. Let the probability that the receiver selects a standard error event at codeword distance d from the correct path, when only those two paths are considered by the receiver, be denoted by P(E; d). Let the minimum distance among all standard error events be denoted by d min . The following theorem upper bounds the probability P(E q ) of q-fold error events. 
where = 1 for convolutional coding over the BSC or AWGN channels. For TCM codes, is the probability that at any given time a code trellis path chosen at random has a remerge path at distance d min 17] . Proof: The proof of Theorem 1 is given in the Appendix. For hard decision decoding over the binary symmetric channel with crossover probability p, the path metric distance d is Hamming distance, and the probability P(E; d) is 8]:
6 For soft decision channel coding over the AWGN channel, with E b denoting the transmitted energy per data bit and N 0 =2 denoting the two-sided power spectral density, the squared Euclidean distance metric is used, and the general form of P(E; d) is:
P(E; d) = Q( p ad); (5) where the constant a is proportional to E b =N 0 , and depends on the code rate and type of modulation. The function Q(x) is de ned in the usual way as Q(x) = 1 p 2 R 1 x exp(?z 2 =2)dz. The following lemma is used in Theorem 2 below, and proved in the Appendix. Lemma 1: For channels where P(E; d) has the form of either (4) 
The bound of Theorem 2, while easier to compute than that of Theorem 1, is not tight as the channel bit error rate (BER) goes to 0. This fact is shown by Theorems 3 and 4.
Theorem 3: For the BSC with crossover probability p, and for positive integers d 1 and d 2 , In this paper, the phrase \in the low channel noise limit" will refer to the limits of Theorems 3 and 4, and thereby include both BSC and AWGN channels.
The bounds developed in this paper use Theorem 1 to bound the shortest distance error events, and Theorem 2 to bound longer distance events. The bounds are therefore tight in the low channel noise limit, since performance on low noise channels is dominated by small distance events. The tightness of the bound in Theorem 1 is supported by experimental evidence, and also by arguments presented in the Appendix.
III. Bounds for hard and soft decision convolutional codes
This section begins by deriving bounds on p(jji) for general convolutional codes, with hard and soft decision decoding, and concludes by presenting upper bounds and simulation results for three example convolutional codes with hard decision decoding. With n and m de ned as in section II, the bounds derivation is rst presented in detail for the important special case of m = 1, and then summarized for the cases n=m 1 and n=m < 1.
A. Special case m = 1
Since m = 1, one data bit is decoded for every stage of the trellis, and it requires n trellis stages to decode the complete n-bit index j. It is assumed that the number of trellis stages processed by the decoder (excluding tail bits) is a multiple of n.
The union bounds on p(jj0) can be derived using the transfer function techniques presented in 8], with several key modi cations. Let N denote the number of states in the trellis. In the standard transfer function method, state variables X 0 ; X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X N?1 correspond to the states of the code, and the state transitions, data, and coded bits for one trellis stage 
where b(r; s) is the binary data bit for the transition, and d(r; s) is the distance metric of the codeword for the transition. The factor of 2 k in the exponent of I is the weighting factor for the kth data bit of the n-bit data index. Non-zero elements in the matrix product P n have data index place-holders of the form I j , where data index j = P n?1 k=0 b k 2 k , and b k is the binary data bit carried at the n ? kth trellis stage. The variable marks single stage segments along the all zeros path. The variables u n?1?k and v n?1?k mark paths that start and end at state 0, respectively. The matrix B n is formed from the matrix P n by the following substitution procedure. The elements of P n are sums of products. Each product includes a single factor I j , and (in general) multiple factors u i 1 ; : : : ; u in u ,v j 1 ; : : : ; v jn v , and Z 1 k 1 ; : : : ; Z nz kn z , where 0 n u ; n v < n, and 0 n z n. For each such product, pairs (u ir ; v js ) are created by starting with the lowest available u subscript i r and pairing with the lowest available v subscript j s such that i r < j s , until all such pairs have been formed. Each pair (u ir ; v js ) indicates a standard error event that started at trellis stage i r and ended at stage j s . For each such pair, the sum of exponents of all factors Z k t kt with i r k t j s is computed and assigned to the next available distance d i , and the factors Z k t kt are combined into the single marker variable D i . The total number n e of marker variables is equal to the number of unique distances d i that are identi ed in this manner. Product terms occurring in elements P n rs where r 6 = 0 or s 6 = 0 will contain \unpaired" factors Z k t kt , with subscripts that do not fall between the subscriptsof any pair (u ir ; v js ). These unpaired factors represent segments of the path from state s to state r that are not included in any standard error event between trellis stages S and S + n ? 1. The unpaired factors are lumped together into a single factor Z , where is the sum of exponents of the unpaired Z k t kt . Terms in element P n 00 , by contrast, will contain no unpaired factors, since all such terms describe n-fold error events starting and ending at state 0. For these P n 00 terms, if there are l pairs (u ir ; v js ), then l ? 1 of them are converted to marker variables D i , with the remaining pair lumped into a single factor Z . This special handling of P n 00 enables a consistent convention for counting the powers of D i in terms of the transfer function power series.
After the marker variable substitutions are made, all unused factors of u i and v j are set to 1. The nal step in the substitution procedure is the simple symbolic substitution I j ! I j to produce the n-bit index labels I j . The special case of I 0 is handled by multiplying all terms in elements of P n that do not carry a positive power of I by I 0 . 
The I 0 n term in B n 00 corresponds to the n-fold all zeros path, and therefore is not of interest when counting n-fold error events. The required transfer function is now computed as T n (I 0 ; : : : ; I 2 n ?1 ; ; Z; D 1 ; : : : ; D ne ) = X 0 f =X 0s = 1=(A ?1 ) 00 : (15) Expanding T n in a power series in Z about the point Z = 0 gives a series with terms of the form k Q 2 n ?
Each such term corresponds to a n-fold error event withj occurrences of data index I j . The n-fold event consists of k segments of the all-zeros path, l i occurrences of standard error event D i , plus one or more additional standard error events with total accumulated distance metric of d. Because standard error events that straddle one or more n-stage boundaries are not marked with a variable D i , n-fold events containing two or more \straddle" events lump the straddle event distance metrics into the term Z d , so that the straddle events are upper bounded only in the looser sense of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. Any n-fold event containing at most one straddle event, however, is bounded in the tighter sense of Theorem 1. In most cases this implies tightness of the bounds on p(jj0), since n-fold events with at most one straddle will be shorter and have less accumulated metric than events with multiple straddles, and will therefore dominate in the low-noise limit.
Di erentiating the transfer function T n with respect to I j and evaluating the derivative at I l = 1, 0 l 2 n ?1, gives a power series counting the number of occurrences j of index I j , with terms of the form j k Q ne i=1 D l i i Z d . In general the j for each such term will depend on the order of the other variables, i.e. j = j (d; k; l 1 ; : : : ; l ne ). Since each such term represents an n-fold error event, the union bound on p(jj0) for 1 j 2 n ? 1 is obtained by summing over all such terms, and applying Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 to bound the probability of occurrence of each term. Lemma 1 applies only to the Z d factor in each term, since this factor may contain the accumulated distance of multiple standard error events. Expressing the power series summation as a multiple summation over the degrees of each variable in the series gives the union bounds p(jj0) ; (17) where r = k! Q ne i=1 l i !, s = k+1+ P ne i=1 l i , and the evaluations I l = 1 and D i = 0 are performed for all l, i with 0 l 2 n ?1, 0 i n e . In implementing (16) with symbolic mathematics software, it is more e cient to compute the j (d; k; l 1 ; : : : ; l ne ) by series expansion followed by successive divide/subtract steps, rather than perform the di erentiations in (17). 3. Soft decision decoding: For soft decision decoding over the AWGN channel with two-sided power spectral density N 0 =2, if binary phase shift keying (BPSK) is assumed, then union bounds (for m = 1) are given by (16) above, with d interpreted as the squared Euclidean distance between the level-shifted (from 0/1 to -1/+1) trellis output labels, and P(E; d) = Q( q RdE b =2N 0 ), where R is the code rate. In this case, the squared distances d are all integer valued.
4. A simpli ed bound: A simpli ed bound that remains tight in the low channel noise limit is achieved by setting the 0-0 segment counter variable that appears in equations (11) through (17) equal to 1. This removes the factor of (1 ? P(E; d min )) k in the union bounds, and removes the dependency of the j coe cients on the index k. For the results presented in sections III and IV, the simpli ed bound is at most 5% above the original bound in the high channel noise region, and quickly converges to the original bound in the low noise region.
B. Case n=m 1 With p and q de ned as in Section II, the steps of the union bounds derivation for this case are summarized as follows:
1. Form the single stage state transition matrices B k , 0 k q ? 1, as in (12) . Letting b = 2 m , the data index labels in matrix B k will be of the form I jb k , where 0 j b?1.
2. Form the q-stage matrix product P q = Q q?1 k=0 B k .
3. Form the matrix B q from P q by the substitution procedure described in subsection A.1
above. This gives p-bit data index labels I 0 through I 2 p ?1 . The p-bit labels must be replaced by p=n-fold products of n-bit data labels, where each n-bit index is uniquely determined from the binary expansion of the p-bit index.
4. Form the matrix A from B q as in (14) (with n replaced by q), and compute the transfer 13 function T n as in (15).
5. The union bounds are given by (16) and (17), except that the extra added term for the p(0j0) bound is now (p=n)(1 ? 
The bound for p(0j0) simply adds a term (m=n)(1 ? P(E; d)) to (20) to account for the all-zeros path. 
Because the shortest standard error event for this code has length 3, no standard error events occur during two-stage transitions, and hence no marker variables D i occur in (22) . 
Since at most one 0-0 segment at either or both ends of a 2-fold error event su ces to end the event on an even stage boundary, no powers of k beyond k = 2 appear in the power series expansion of T 2 (I 0 ; : : : ; I 3 ; ; Z). Table 1 shows the rst six gamma coe cients j (k; d) that de ne the union bounds for p(1j0) and p(3j0), for the four state convolutional code presented in this section. The rst row is the Hamming distance d. The coe cients 2 (k; d) are identical with the 1 (k; d), and therefore are not shown. Equality of the coe cients indicates that, for this code, p(1j0) = p(2j0), and this has been con rmed by experiment. Figure 3 shows the upper bounds on p(1j0) and p(3j0), together with simulation results over the binary symmetric channel. The gamma series for p(jj0) were truncated after d = 10, i.e. only the lower six terms were retained. As expected, the upper bounds on p(jj0) 15 Table 1 : Gamma coe cients determining the upper bounds on p(1j0) and p(3j0).
are somewhat loose at high channel BERs, but become tight in the limit of small BER. The dashed upper bound curves approximately preserve the ratios between the probabilities exhibited by the solid-line simulation curves.
Example 2: Example 2 considers the same four state code as Example 1, but with the number of index bits n = 6. Using the matrices B k of (21) The convention followed in this paper classi es these as second-order terms which are rst order in the variables D 1 and D 3 , respectively. The two error paths represented by these terms appear as solid and dotted lines in Figure 4 . The second-order term I 36 D 1 Z 5 is in fact the highest probability term for index I 36 , demonstrating the necessity of marker variables D i to ensure tightness of the bounds. Figure 5 shows the bounds on the 6-bit a priori probabilities p(36j0), p(43j0), and p(63j0), together with simulation results over the BSC. The bound and simulation results for the bit error probability P b are shown for comparison. The bounds were computed by truncating the sums in (16) to keep only terms to rst order in D i , to eleventh order in , and to distance metric 20 in Z. The bounds for P b were also truncated at Z 20 . This degree of truncation is su cient to ensure convergence of the bounds (in the sense that adding more terms does not change the position of the bounds curves) for channel BERs less than or equal to 0.04. It is interesting to note that p(36j0) is much lower than p(63j0), despite the fact that their data indices have weights two and six, respectively. By contrast, making an i.i.d. assumption on the bit errors from the channel decoder would give p(36j0) = 5:8 10 ?5 and p(63j0) = 2:2 10 ?13 at the delivered P b of 7:765 10 ?3 , corresponding to the channel BER 0.05. Figure 5 also illustrates how quickly the p(jj0) become small. The simulation results for p(36j0) and p(63j0) are shown only for BERs above 0.04 and 0.03, respectively, because of the extremely long simulation times necessary to accumulate a su cient number of error events below these BERs. The bounds curves provide an increasingly tight estimate of the p(jj0) at channel BERs where experimental measurements are impractical.
Example 3: Example 3 uses the eight state rate 1/2 convolutional code with generator sequences g 00 = 1111, g 01 = 1101, and with the number of index bits n equal to 6. This eight state code has d min = 6. Proceeding as in Example 2, but using the appropriate single state matrices B k for the eight-state code, leads to a six stage transition matrix B 6 containing two standard error event variables D 1 and D 2 , with distance metrics 6 and 7 respectively. Figure 6 shows the bounds and simulation results for p(36j0), p(43j0), and p(63j0), as well as P b . The bound summations were truncated to rst order in D i , to fourteenth order in , and to distance metric 38 in Z. The bounds for P b were also truncated at Z 38 . These truncation limits ensure convergence of the bounds for channel BERs less than or equal to 0.04. Because the minimum length standard error event for this code has length 4, there are no second-order 6-fold error events for this code. This fact explains why p(36j0) for the eight state code is actually greater than p(36j0) for the four state code, over the entire range of BERs on the graph.
IV. Bounds for TCM codes on AWGN channels
A general approach for deriving transfer function error bounds for TCM codes is presented in 17]. Consider a TCM code with N trellis states, and with 2 m branches leaving or entering each state. In the most general case, it is necessary to use matrix labels G(e i ) on the branches of the state transition diagram (or equivalently, as elements of the state transition matrices B k in (21) 
In this expression, c p!q is the trellis label for the transition from state p to state q, denotes the bitwise \exclusive or" operation, and f( ) denotes the relevant signal space constellation point. The summation is necessary to handle codes with multiple branches between states p and q, i.e. codes with uncoded bits, and the factor of 1=2 m accounts for the 2 m di erent paths leaving each state, under the assumption that all data sequences are equally likely.
To simplify the development, this paper considers only uniform TCM codes, i.e. codes such that the error matrices have equal row sums, allowing replacement of the error matrices G(e i ) by their scalar row sums w(e i ). Almost all practical TCM schemes are uniform due to the symmetry of the signal constellations typically used. Under this assumption, all of the developments of section III apply to TCM codes, with the following modi cations:
1. The elements of the state transition matrices B k must be the appropriate error weights w(e i ). Terms in the w(e i ) that are associated with uncoded bits must be multiplied by appropriate data bit place-holder variables I j k .
2. Under the AWGN channel assumption, the pairwise error probability P(E; d) between trellis paths at (squared Euclidean) distance d from one another is:
3. For TCM codes, factors of (1 ? P(E; d min )) appearing in the union bounds for convolutional codes must be modi ed to (1 ? P(E; d min )), where denotes the probability that at any given time a code trellis path chosen at random has a remerge path at distance d min Figure 7 shows the p(jj0) bounds and simulation results for this example, where only the ten lowest order terms of the gamma series have been retained. For this code both the gamma coe cients and the experimental data show that p(1j0) = p(2j0). The more rapid convergence of the bounds to the simulation curves, compared to the previously presented hard-decision decoding examples, is due to the use of soft decision decoding in TCM.
Example 2: Example 2 considers the same four state 4-PAM code as Example 1, but with the number of index bits n = 6. The substitution process of subsection III.A.1 gives seven standard error event variables D 1 ; : : : ; D 7 , with distance metrics 36, 40, 44, 72, 76, 104, and 108. Figure 8 shows the bounds on the 6-bit a priori probabilities p(36j0), p(43j0), and p(63j0), together with simulation results over the AWGN channel. The bound and simulation results for the bit error probability P b are shown for comparison. The bounds were computed by truncating the sums in (16) to keep only terms to rst order in D i , to eleventh order in , and to distance metric 144 in Z. The bounds for P b were also truncated at Z 144 . This degree of truncation is su cient to ensure convergence of the bounds for the full range of E b =N 0 shown. Again, the use of soft decision decoding results in more rapid convergence of the bounds to the simulation.
Example 3: The third example also employs 4-PAM TCM, and keeps the number of index bits n = 6, but uses the eight state non-recursive Ungerboeck code with generator sequences 19 g 00 = 0100, and g 01 = 1011. For the eight state code, d min = 40, and the probability = 1=4. When n = 6, there are four standard error event variables D 1 ; : : : ; D 4 , with distance metrics 40, 52, 72, and 104. Figure 9 shows the bounds and simulation results for p(36j0), p(43j0), p(63j0), and P b . To ensure convergence over the full range of E b =N 0 on the graph, the bound summations were truncated to rst order in D i , to fourteenth order in , and to distance metric 164 in Z. As with the eight-state code considered in Section III.D, there are no second-order 6-fold error events for this code.
V. Application to joint source channel coding
In this section, the bounds on p(jj0) are used to predict the end-to-end SNR achieved by the pseudo-Gray coding system of Figure 10 , using the mean-squared-error distortion measure. Pseudo-Gray coding, introduced in 10], employs a channel-optimized index permuter to re-map quantization indices to quantizer levels. Indices i and j with small p(jji) are mapped to widely separated (in squared Euclidean distance) levels, thereby minimizing the end-to-end mean-squared-error.
In Figure 10 , the continuous r.v. X has a zero mean generalized Gaussian (GG) density The source X is quantized with a 6-bit Lloyd-Max quantizer with levels y(0); y(1); : : :; y(63). The permuted indices are coded using the 4-state 4-PAM code of section IV, Examples 1 and 2. The decoded indices are passed through an inverse permuter ?1 , and then used to look up the reconstruction levelX. The end-to-end SNR is 10 log 10 (1=D), where the end-to-end distortion D = E (X ?X) 2 ] is computed via (1). Figure 11 compares the end-to-end SNR computed using two estimates of the a priori probabilities p(jj0). Estimate 1 is the p(jj0) measured by simulation, and estimate 2 uses 20 an i.i.d. assumption on the decoded data bits to estimate p(jj0) as P w(j) b (1 ? P b ) 6?w(j) ; (27) where P b is the bit error probability after decoding (measured by simulation), and w(j) is the Hamming weight of index j.
The solid-circle and dotted-circle curves in Figure 11 are the SNR computed with p(jj0) estimates 1 and 2, respectively, and a weight-symmetric pseudo-Gray code. The solid-* and dotted-* curves use the natural binary order code. Figure 10 . Figure 11 shows that large errors in the predicted SNR (from 2 to 5 dB with the pseudoGray code, and from 1 to 3 dB with the natural binary order code) occur when the i.i.d. assumption is made. Furthermore, the sign of the error depends on the permutation , with overestimation of the SNR occurring when the symmetric-weight permutation is used, and underestimation occurring with the natural binary permutation. It should be noted that at very high values of SNR, all the curves in Figure 11 will converge.
The i.i.d. assumption on the decoded data bits would be justi ed if a bitwise interleaver were inserted immediately after the index permutation , with a de-interleaver immediately after the channel decoder. The interleaver would need to be on the order of 5m c bits long to remove correlation introduced by the channel coder, where m is the number of data bits per (unpunctured) trellis stage, and c is the code constraint length. However, not all applications can tolerate the additional complexity and delay introduced by an interleaver.
Since experimental measurement of the p(jji) or the P b becomes impractical in the low channel noise limit, Figures 12 and 13 compare the end-to-end distortions computed with the bounds on p(jj0) versus those computed with the bounds on P b and an i.i.d. assumption. Figure 12 displays the results for the weight-symmetric index permutation, and gure 13 shows the natural binary order case. While neither bound gives a good SNR prediction at low channel E b =N 0 , at higher E b =N 0 the bounds on p(jj0) clearly provide a better prediction of the end-to-end SNR, being typically 1 to 3 dB closer to the experimentally measured SNR than the prediction with the P b bounds. In addition, the bounds on p(jj0) give a consistent lower bound to the end-to-end SNR, while the bounds on P b may give a higher or lower SNR prediction depending on the index permutation and the channel E b =N 0 .
VI. Conclusions
This paper has derived union bounds on the n-bit a priori index crossover probabilities p(jji) observed by the user of a trellis-based channel code. The union bounds were derived with a transfer function technique, using n-stage state transition matrices with symbolic labels. The technique has been applied to convolutional codes with hard and soft decision decoding, and to TCM codes. A pseudo-Gray coding example has demonstrated that the bounds developed in this paper can provide superior estimates of the end-to-end SNR, when compared to SNR estimates based on bounds on P b and an i.i.d. assumption. Future applications of this technique to joint source channel coding systems employing pseudo-Gray coding or adaptive TCM remain promising. Generalizations of the technique to parallel or serially concatenated convolutional codes are also of interest.
With reference to Equality in the second line follows because the pairwise error probability depends only on d(C; C 0 ) and is independent of past events. Since the true error probability must be greater than the genie-aided error probability, equation ( The following informal argument establishes the tightness of the Theorem 1 bound in the low channel noise limit. For individual \ rst" error events B 1 , it is well known that P(B 1 ) ! P(E; d 1 ) in the low channel noise limit. To prove the tightness of Theorem 1, however, it is necessary to prove that P(B i jA l ; : : : ; A 1 ; B i?1 ; : : : ; B 1 ) ! P(E; d i ) in the low channel noise limit; i.e. the occurrence of event B i becomes independent of prior error events or correct decisions. At the trellis stage where B i occurs, these prior events manifest themselves as non-zero accumulated error metrics, with a di erent distribution among the states than if B i were the rst error event. However, in the low channel noise limit the time between events B i?1 and B i will increase to in nity, so that the distribution of error metric Figure 10 : Block diagram of the pseudo-Gray coding system discussed in Section V. Figure 11 : End-to-end SNR versus channel E b =N 0 for the pseudo-Gray coding system discussed in Section V. Figure 12 : End-to-end SNR estimated with bounds on p(jj0) and bounds on P b for the pseudo-Gray coding system discussed in Section V. The index permutation is a symmetricweight code that assigns the lowest weight indices to the central quantizer levels. Figure 13 : End-to-end SNR estimated with bounds on p(jj0) and bounds on P b for the pseudo-Gray coding system discussed in Section V. The index permutation is natural binary order.
